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1 Summary
Execution Quality Summary according to Article 3 (3) of the Commission Delegated
Regulation (EU) 2017/576 (“RTS 28”) and Article 65 (6) of the Commission Delegated
Regulation (EU) 2017/565
Period 01.01.2019 – 31.12.2019
Valid for all Instrument Classes MAINFIRST (Asset Management) trades

The MiFID II regulations1 require investment firms to publish on an annual basis information about the
quality of its execution practices. MAINFIRST Bank AG (Asset Management) (“MAINFIRST”) wants to
give herewith its summary information and conclusions as required by RTS 28, Art 3 (3) and Article 65
(6). The summarised presentation in accordance with MiFID II covers all asset classes that MAINFIRST
trades. In addition, for reporting purposes, MAINFIRST also consolidates a review of orders executed
indirectly via third parties in 2019.
(a) Explanation of the relative importance the firm gave to the execution factors of price, costs,
speed, likelihood of execution or any other consideration including qualitative factors when
assessing the quality of execution:
MAINFIRST’s Best Execution Policy sets out the approach to provide the best possible result when
accepting an order and executing a transaction for Professional Clients as required according to the
Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2014/65/EU, related RTS respective national law and
additional guidance by national regulatory bodies (together “MiFID II”).
MAINFIRST has taken during the reporting period all sufficient steps to execute such transactions
in financial instruments on terms most favourable to clients on a consistent basis (“Best Execution”
or “Best Execution obligation”). Similarly, MAINFIRST has monitored on a regular basis not only the
execution quality obtained but also the quality and appropriateness of its execution arrangements
and policies on an ex ante and ex post basis to identify circumstances under which changes might
have been appropriate.
MAINFIRST has considered the following range of factors to be important to fulfil its Best
Execution as follows:
(1) price and costs;
(2) speed and likelihood of execution and settlement
(3) general quality of execution
(4) size of the transaction
(5) nature of the transaction
The individual importance of the Best Execution factors may have varied, when executing orders
(especially when ISDAs are required).
MAINFIRST had during the reporting period the necessary procedures and arrangements in place
as well as an appropriate valuation system. The Bank has routinely taken into account external
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Markets in Financial Instruments Directive 2014/65/EU (MiFID II) together with the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/575 (formerly
“RTS 28”) and Article 65 (6) of the Commission Delegated Regulation (EU) 2017/565 (“Article 65 (6)”)

market data and externally verifiable reference prices (where available) to ensure the fairness of the
price for its transactions.
(b) A description of any close links, conflicts of interests, and common ownerships with respect
to any execution venues used to execute orders:
MAINFIRST acts fully independent. To ensure this, orders are generally executed by the Trading
Desk at MAINFIRST Affiliated Fund Managers S.A.
If MAINFIRST Bank AG (Equity Brokerage) is chosen as counterpart, general rules apply for
commissioning as well as best execution monitoring.
(c) A description of any specific arrangements with any execution venues regarding payments
made or received, discounts, rebates or non-monetary benefits received:
MAINFIRST operates with every broker on the basis of the counterparty’s respective standard terms
of business. MAINFIRST does not and did not receive any remuneration, discount or any nonmonetary benefit for routing an order to a particular regulated market place, trading venue or broker
based on inducement rules as stated in the MAINFIRST GROUP Code of Conduct.
(d) An explanation of the factors that led to a change in the list of execution venues listed in the
firm’s execution policy, if such a change occurred:
When executing a transaction for the client the venue(s) will be chosen by taking into account the
following factors in order to obtain the best possible result on a consistent basis:
(1) Costs
(2) Performance and likelihood of execution
(3) Settlement risk
(4) Infrastructure and operational stability
MAINFIRST has regularly assessed the market landscape to determine whether or not there were
alternative execution venues / brokers.
In light of the upcoming MiFID II regulation MAINFIRST reviewed in 2019 the access to all important
liquidity sources. There have been material changes in the list of Venues and Brokers MAINFIRST
is directly connected to: To ensure that regulatory reporting is supported by the counterparts, the
broker list was reduced. Still, with its network of various global Brokers MAINFIRST can similarly
access all markets and venues to achieve best execution to the benefit of its clients. MAINFIRST
has made sure that it is able to access all important liquidity venues under MiFID II in the future.
(e) An explanation of how order execution differs according to client categorisation, where the
firm treats categories of clients differently and where it may affect the order execution
arrangements;
MAINFIRST acts as portfolio manager. All MAINFIRST clients are treated equally in terms of
execution arrangements.

(f) An explanation of whether other criteria were given precedence over immediate price and
cost when executing retail client orders and how these other criteria were instrumental in
delivering the best possible result in terms of the total consideration to the client;
N/A – MAINFIRST does not carry out any business with retail clients
(g) An explanation of how the investment firm has used any data or tools relating to the quality
of execution, including any data published under Commission Delegated Regulation (EU)
2017/575 (RTS 27)
MAINFIRST operates, amongst other systems, a Transaction Cost Analysis (TCA) system to
monitor and evaluate the execution quality and broker performance on an ongoing basis. A daily
review of orders against their respective benchmarks is conducted, while a committee has oversight
on a monthly basis.
As RTS 27 reports from execution venues are not available for 2019 those could not been
incorporated in the analysis for 2019.
(h) Where applicable, an explanation of how the investment firm has used output of a
consolidated tape provider established under Article 65 of Directive 2014/65/EU.
N/A – there is no consolidated tape established yet.

2 Listing
Table 2 Broker
Type

Professional

Class of Instrument

Currency Derivatives: Futures and Options Admitted to Trading on a Trading Venue

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
N
Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
Percentage of
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
Percentage of
directed
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders
aggressive orders orders
JPXE
56.929181
82.745098 66.192733
33.807267
0
K6Q0W1PS1L1O4IQL9C32
21.045984
9.803922 48
52
0
JPXA
20.62137
4.052288 8.064515999999999 91.935484
0
GSFO
0.795601
1.503268 65.21739100000001 34.782609
0
MSET
0.599674
1.830065 32.142857
67.85714299999999 0

Table 2 Broker
Type

Professional

Class of Instrument

Currency Derivatives: Swaps, Forwards and Other Currency Derivatives

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
N
Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders
JPFX
71.98038200000001 41.113366 0
7H6GLXDRUGQFU57RNE97
26.959723
58.567701 0
HHSPFX
1.059896
0.289939 0

Percentage of
aggressive orders
100
100
100

Percentage of
directed
orders
0
0
0

SVY0KHTJZBP60K295346

100

0

0

0.028994 0

Table 2 Broker
Type

Professional

Class of Instrument

Debt Instruments: Bonds

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
N
Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders
JPFI
6.223777
5.932865 0
MLFI
6.174857
4.996097 0
S5THZMDUJCTQZBTRVI98
5.592404
6.323185 0
MKTXFI
4.830077
9.289617 0
UBSFI
4.729877
6.167057 0

Percentage of
aggressive orders
100
100
100
100
100

Percentage of
directed
orders
0
0
0
0
0

Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders
GSPT
98.22075599999999 5.128205 0
BARD
1.094157
57.692308 97.777778

Percentage of
aggressive orders
100
2.222222

Percentage of
directed
orders
0
0

54930049G8WQ5OOUSD19

51.724138

0

Table 2 Broker
Type

Professional

Class of Instrument

Equities - Shares and Depositary Receipts

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
Y

0.685087

37.179487 48.275862

Table 2 Broker
Type

Professional

Class of Instrument

Equities - Shares and Depositary Receipts: Tick size liquidity bands 1 and 2

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
N
Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders
BARD
25.306489
17.409436 25.795495
KEP
18.7597
32.431844 99.798484
CGAG
11.542591
18.022532 75.530996

Percentage of
aggressive orders
74.204505
0.201516
24.469004

Percentage of
directed
orders
0
0
0

HSBC

8.711325

4.176522 78.76304

ATEQ

8.296431999999999 10.024275 67.929215

21.23696

0

32.070785

0

Table 2 Broker
Type

Professional

Class of Instrument

Equities - Shares and Depositary Receipts: Tick size liquidity bands 3 and 4

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
N
Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders
CGAG
16.00013
0.008191 0
MLAL
14.791586
26.565828 80.195272
UBSL
11.591973
0.745372 0
JEFI
8.138057999999999 0.750833 16.727273
KEP
6.717568
6.571834 26.713752

Percentage of
aggressive orders
100
19.804728
100
83.272727
73.286248

Percentage of
directed
orders
0
0
0
0
0

Table 2 Broker
Type

Professional

Class of Instrument

Equities - Shares and Depositary Receipts: Tick size liquidity bands 5 and 6

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
N
Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders
aggressive orders
ATEQ
12.835373
16.346681 81.810283
18.189717
HSCX
11.600189
16.441697 84.08400399999999 15.915996
GSPT
9.842173000000001 0.018122 0
100
UBSL
7.484884
0.909509 0
100
BBB
6.913973
8.161586 59.463514
40.536486

Percentage of
directed
orders
0
0
0
0
0

Table 2 Broker
Type

Professional

Class of Instrument

Equity Derivatives: Futures and Options Admitted to Trading on a Trading Venue

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
N

Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders
JPXE
49.568965
76.826942 59.249977
JPXA
24.78521
2.082932 0.084034
K6Q0W1PS1L1O4IQL9C32
14.490514
15.635994 70.849659
MS
6.960159
0.306314 0
MSET
2.264837
4.074846 36.984536

Percentage of
aggressive orders
40.750023
99.915966
29.150341
100
63.015464

Percentage of
directed
orders
0
0
0
0
0

Table 2 Broker
Type
Class of Instrument

Professional
Exchange Traded Products (Exchange Traded Funds, Exchange Traded Notes and
Exchange Traded Commodities)

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
Y
Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders

Percentage of
aggressive orders

Percentage of
directed
orders

CRFL

100

0

100

100

0

Table 2 Broker
Type

Professional

Class of Instrument

Interest Rate Derivatives: Futures and Options Admitted to Trading on a Trading Venue

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
N
Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders
JPXE
76.69890100000001 77.278875 62.705635
K6Q0W1PS1L1O4IQL9C32
19.154505
18.771977 72.694524
MSET
3.056854
3.2594
12.448133
JPXA
0.548071
0.135245 0

Percentage of
aggressive orders
37.294365
27.305476
87.551867
100

Percentage of
directed
orders
0
0
0
0

549300FUIAOED27T8B38

65.789474

0

0.529003

0.51393

34.210526

Table 2 Venue
Type

Professional

Class of Instrument

Currency Derivatives: Swaps, Forwards and Other Currency Derivatives

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
N
Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders

Percentage of
aggressive orders

Percentage of
directed
orders

FXGO

86.809816

0

Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders
BMTF
90.324352
87.630402 0
MAEL
5.426732
4.172876 0
MLIX
1.909069
3.278689 0
NOSI
1.544045
3.725782 0

Percentage of
aggressive orders
10.034014
35.714286
100
100

Percentage of
directed
orders
0
0
0
0

RBCE

100

0

Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders

Percentage of
aggressive orders

Percentage of
directed
orders

BMTF

N/A

0

100

100

0

Table 2 Venue
Type

Professional

Class of Instrument

Debt Instruments: Bonds

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
N

0.51298

0.596125 0

Table 2 Venue
Type

Professional

Class of Instrument

Debt Instruments: Money Markets

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
Y

100

100

N/A

Table 2 Venue
Type

Professional

Class of Instrument

Equities - Shares and Depositary Receipts: Tick size liquidity bands 1 and 2

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
Y
Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders
BGSI
86.94804000000001 11.111111 0
JPSI
10.287976
61.111111 0
MSSI
2.160697
16.666667 0
GSSI
0.459373
5.555556 0

Percentage of
aggressive orders
100
100
100
100

Percentage of
directed
orders
0
0
0
0

XETR

100

0

0.143914

5.555556 0

Table 2 Venue
Type
Class of Instrument

Professional
Equities - Shares and Depositary Receipts: Tick size liquidity bands 3 and 4

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
N
Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders
JPSI
52.909229
25.106383 0
MSSI
32.458071
14.893617 0
BGSI
6.567429
1.276596 0
XETR
3.904824
28.93617 3.676471

Percentage of
Percentage of
directed
aggressive orders orders
100
0
100
0
100
0
96.32352899999999 0

MLSI

100

2.733664

0.851064 0

Table 2 Venue
Type

Professional

Class of Instrument

Equities - Shares and Depositary Receipts: Tick size liquidity bands 5 and 6

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
N

0

Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders
JPSI
72.576577
10
0
MSSI
17.089314
4.5
0
BGSI
4.970534
2
0
XETR
1.537136
2.25
11.111111

Percentage of
Percentage of
directed
aggressive orders orders
100
0
100
0
100
0
88.88888900000001 0

XAMS

100

1.359735

41.25

0

0

Table 2 Venue
Type
Class of Instrument

Professional
Exchange Traded Products (Exchange Traded Funds, Exchange Traded Notes and
Exchange Traded Commodities)

Notification if <1 average trade per
business day in the previous year
Y
Proportion
of orders
executed
Proportion of
as a
Top five execution venues ranked in volume traded as a percentage
terms of trading volumes
percentage of total of total in Percentage of
(descending order)
in that class
that class passive orders

Percentage of
aggressive orders

Percentage of
directed
orders

BMTF

N/A

0

100

100

N/A

